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Hello

Kocowisch is the design label of Studio
Kocowisch, founded in 2014 by Koen
Coppens and Willem Schouten in Utrecht,
The Netherlands. A techie-artisan design
brand, Kocowisch stands for uncompromising, functional, high-end products of
a timeless, unadorned aesthetic, expertly
crafted and hand finished in the
Netherlands. Their first collection called
The Kocohedron Collection is a series
of aluminium lamps as well as jewellery
based on mathematical wireframes.
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About

Willem Schouten [left] and Koen Coppens met in a small
hardware store in the old city centre of Utrecht where Koen
worked as a side job to his studies in electronic engineering
and design. Wi l l em , w h o st u di ed at t h e D esi g n A cad emy
Eindhoven at the time, loved to roam the store looking for
parts. The two got talking.

Discussing their highly specific tinker / maker issues and
sharing thoughts on their future they soon realised they’d
found their match.

Willem Schouten and Koen Coppens share a determination
to make the seemingly impossible possible, for the sake of
creating durable and functional design objects of the highest
possible quality and undeniable beauty. Their design method
is a symbiosis of analogue and digital, handy work and high
tech. If necessary they even invent and make their own machines,
and they won’t leave a stone unturned to find the technical
expertise to realise their vision.

Motivated by the simplicity of mathematic design, Willem
and Koen adopted a range of frames for their Kocohedron
Collection. T h e i n s p i r a t i o n f o r t h e c o l l e c t i o n a ro s e f ro m
the irony of traditional lamps that, when not in use, tend to
block natural light during the daytime. By integrating the
light source into the construction of the frame, Willem and
Koen address this paradox, creating structures that allow
for natural light to pass through while also casting dynamic
“Designers are often
pushing themselves to look
outside the box for new
shapes and solutions.
But why?
What is inside the box that
is so disconcerting?
These simple mathematical
shapes in the Kocohedron
Collection shapes are the
oldest in the book, but
nonetheless still beautiful.”
— Willem and Koen

shadows when in use. They are both complex and minimalist.
Expansive yet spacious.
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The Rhombi
FACT:
the mathematical shape
‘small rhombidodecahedron’
fills a sphere for 94.33%
and belongs to the
Archimedean Solids.
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The
Rhombi

The Rhombi is the most complex design in The Kocohedron Collection of lamps. Its wireframe with integrated LED lighting
creates a total of sixty-two faces: twelve pentagons, twenty triangles and thirty squares, a mathematical shape known as
a ‘small rhombidodecahedron’. A m a t h e m a t i c a l m a r v e l f o r t h e e y e . The Rhombi is dimmable and therefore s u i t a b l e f o r
a t m o s p h e r i c a s w e l l a s technical lighting. The Rhombi is part of The Kocohedron Collection, an ode to the be a ut y of
m athem ati cal s hap es b y Kocowisch .
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The Dodo
FACT:
Plato, who named this shape
(dodeka is Greek for twelve),
believed that God used the
dodocahedron to order
the universe.
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The
Dodo

The Dodo is the most universal design in this collection. Its wireframe with integrated LED lighting shows twelve pentagonal
faces: a mathematical shape also known as ‘regular dodocahedron’. Regular it may be, its shape plays tricks on the eye when
seeing it from different angles. An elegant yet intriguing object, The Dodo is dimmable and therefore suitable for atmospheric
as well as technical lighting.
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The Cubu
FACT:
when you think the cube is the
opposite of a ‘natural shape’,
think again. The mineral pyrite
is famous for its perfect cubic
shape, the crystalline plutonium
dioxide is cubic, and the
mathematical model to represent
all the principal physical models
is called ‘cube of nature’.
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The
Cubu

The Cubu is the most conspicuous lamp design in this first collection by Kocowisch. Its wireframe with integrated LED lighting is
shaped like a prism with six congruent faces: a familiar geometric shape also known as an equilateral cuboid, hexahedron or simply
cube. Magically simple, The Cubu is dimmable and therefore suitable for atmospheric as well as technical lighting.
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The Dodotri
FACT:
The Greek mathematician
Euclid (ca. 300 BCE), known
as “the father of geometry”,
discovered that the regular
pentagon’s diagonals cut each
other in ‘extreme and mean
ratio’, more commonly known
as ‘the golden ratio’.
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The
Dodotri

The Dodotri is the most lampshade-like design in The Kocohedron Collection of lamps, which makes it ideal for lighting desks
and workbenches. Its wireframe with integrated LED lighting shows three regular pentagonal faces, touching on three edges
and one vertex, from where it hangs. As bare a lampshade as ever, The Dodotri is dimmable and therefore suitable for atmospheric as well as technical lighting.
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The Tetra
FACT:
A 1918 article in My Magazine
proposes a theory saying our
‘oblate spheroid’ shaped planet
is in transition to become
a tetrahedron in some millions
of years.
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The
Tetra

The Tetra is the most metaphysical design in The Kocohedron Collection of lamps. Its wireframe with integrated LED lighting
is shaped like a tetrahedron: a pyramid with a triangular base. Inherently balanced and healing, The Tetra is dimmable and
therefore suitable for atmospheric as well as technical lighting. The Tetra is part of The Kocohedron Collection, an ode to the
beauty of mathematical shapes by Kocowisch.
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03_Cubu

570 mm

410 mm
245 mm

24 KARAT
GOLD

COPPER

CHROME

01_Rhombi

CUSTOM
COLOUR

WHITE

1500 mm

BLACK

RED

Ø 1500 mm

Ø 410 mm

Ø 245 mm

SMALL
1544 LUMEN
18 WATT

Ø 570 mm

570 mm

The Cord
The electrical wire with a UVresistant weave cable sleeve is
available in three colours: white,
black and red.

410 mm

The Finish
All lamps are available in four different
finishes: gold plated, copper plated,
chrome or painted in a colour of choice.
Other finishes, such as silvering, are
available on request.

245 mm

The Specs
All lamps are available in different sizes:
large, medium and small. All lamps can
be installed as a pendant or standing light.
The integrated dimmable LED lights
have a colour temperature of 3000 K
and a CRI-rating of plus 90% ensuring
a natural daytime light temperature.The
wireframe is made of aluminium, extruded and finished to a hundredth of
a millimeter. The vertex parts are made
using a ‘lost wax casting process’ and
hand finished to achieve their precise
tolerance.

MEDIUM
3604 LUMEN
43.2 WATT

LARGE
5148 LUMEN
57.6 WATT

04_Dodotri
Ø 920 mm

640 mm

Ø 650 mm

Ø 640 mm

920 mm

02_Dodo

MEDIUM
9009 LUMEN
108 WATT

360 mm

410 mm

290 mm
180 mm

180 mm

LARGE
12870 LUMEN
144 WATT

SMALL
772 LUMEN
9 WATT

Ø 290 mm

Ø 180 mm
410 mm

Ø 650 mm
920 mm

Ø 390 mm
650 mm

390 mm

LARGE
5148 LUMEN
57.6 WATT

Ø 920 mm

290 mm

650 mm

SMALL
3861 LUMEN
45 WATT

MEDIUM
3604 LUMEN
43.2 WATT

05_Tetra
920 mm

390 mm

270 mm

SMALL
1544 LUMEN
18 WATT

LARGE
51480 LUMEN /
576 WATT

SMALL
15444 LUMEN /
180 WATT

650 mm

390 mm
175 mm

640 mm

1500 mm

Ø 390 mm

MEDIUM
1802 LUMEN
21.6 WATT

LARGE
2574 LUMEN
28.8 WATT

Ø 410 mm
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Jewellery

Kocowisch’s ode to the beauty of mathematical
shapes is completed with a collection of pendant
jewellery in the same shapes as The Kocohedron
Collection of lamps. The rhombicosidodecahedron,
regular dodocahedron, hexahedron and tetrahedron
shaped pendants are made using the ‘lost wax
casting process’.
A 3D printed positive model in wax is covered in a
ceramic coating, which is then heated to melt the
wax, leaving a hollow mold to be filled with molten
brass.
After cooling, the pendants are polished and gold
plated in either 18-karat gold or 14-karat rose gold.
The Kocohedron Jewellery Collection is also available in 18K pure gold and solid sterling silver. Each
pendant comes with a choice of fine cords.
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The Rhombi
Pendant Necklace

The
Jewellery
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The Dodo
Pendant Necklace
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The Cubu
Pendant Necklace
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The Tetra
Pendant Necklace
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Studio Kocowisch

KOCOWISCH B.V.
Laan van Zuilenveld 10
3611 AJ Oud Zuilen
The Netherlands
t: +31 (0)30 743 2254
m: +31 (0)6 51 06 35 67

_willem

m: +31 (0)6 83 79 41 77

_koen

e: info@kocowisch.nl
w: kocowisch.nl
Social: @kocowisch

Contact
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